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ABSTRACT

The software architecture of a business represents the design decisions made in order to fulfill the
requirements and needs materialized in the system and provides guidance on the system analysis
in terms of quality attributes. This document presents the use of the Architecture Trade-off Analysis
Method (ATAM) to evaluate the architecture built by an early-stage startup and allow making
decisions with respect to it that are aligned to business drivers. The purpose of this process is to
identify risks in the current architecture of the system, subsequently design improvements for it and
properly test them. The results of the analysis performed show the need for improvements in
performance and security quality attributes, as priority for the business, and that they could be
achieved through the proposed designs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The technological architecture is a fundamental pillar for the success of a business. On occasions,
without giving a formal analysis to the decisions that were taken in the architecture, the business
cannot guarantee the quality attributes that are required nor be aware of the risks that those
decisions imply. As businesses grow, their technological architecture tends to grow with it and a
system in these conditions might involve complexities that may impact the operation of the
business, its stakeholders and metrics. The purpose of architecture evaluations is to pinpoint risks
the architecture faces caused by implemented approaches that could impact the business
operation. Considering that most evaluation methodologies require business and technological
efforts, some of these methodologies tend to consume important resources from the companies,
time being one of the most important ones.

Businesses often make decisions that affect one or more of its verticals, and benefiting one attribute
in the business might come with the deterioration of others. These trade-offs happen constantly and
certain analyses must be made in order to determine what must be sacrificed in order to achieve a
common goal. Technological decisions are not exempt from these trade-offs and despite that
sometimes it is clear how improving one non functional requirement may affect others, in some
occasions, the decision is not defined as a clear route given by the definition of the requirement.
Decisions are attached to the needs of the business and its stakeholders and there should exist a
balance when benefiting one of these actors as the business requires. Being so, when decisions
are made, the business must be aware of all of the aspects that impact the operation. Depending on
the maturity of the business, more or less attention to these aspects will be paid and the impact will
be equivalent to the magnitude of the operation.

For the realization of this project, the analyzed business is not an average one, as it is a startup
which are businesses in initial stages with the particularity of having a fast growing mentality with
limited resources. As it has recently been seen, in latin america the increasing number of startups
(Pezzini & Primi, 2015) has brought attention of international investors who are funding many of
them in early stages and making more entrepreneurs creatively launch their ideas to the market at
increasing time rates. This rapid prototyping and time to market challenges the technological
architecture behind, as many considerations must be taken in short periods of time.

With their fast growing thinking in mind, startups tend to make fast decisions in order to keep the
business fresh and alive with the resources, sometimes limited, it possesses. The decisions at the
technological level, at its efforts to move into a different direction or a last minute feature, introduce
risks, produced by not considering the complete scope of variables at the decision making process.
Other times, these risks are taken into consideration but taken anyway, as their negative impact is
lower than the ones that could affect the business if those decisions are not made in time.
Additionally, the priorities in the early stages of a startup are focused on the product rather than on
how efficient or adequate its system is performing as time is a limited and valuable resource in
these phases. However, implementing an evaluation of the architecture could provide the business
with important insights that are reflected in benefits to itself and its stakeholders in the short term.
Therefore, the intention of this project is to perform a technological architecture evaluation of a
startup in its early stages in order to determine possible risks with high relevance to the business
and all its stakeholders and propose alternatives to key points in the architecture to mitigate them.

This document will start by enunciating specific objectives of the project, exploring the state of the
art of architecture evaluation methods, their benefits and drawbacks and why the Architecture
Tradeoff Analysis Method was selected as well as the steps to be followed in the evaluation
method. Once the structure of the evaluation is clear, certain information about the elicitation
process will be presented including business drivers, requirements as well as the architecture
behind and how the patterns, styles and approaches impact the business operation. Afterwards, the
evaluation and analysis of the current state is explained and experimentation results based on
proposed changes in the architecture regarding a subset of processes that involve high priority
quality attributes will be presented.
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2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

2.1 Objectives

The purpose of this project is to evaluate an early stage technological architecture with respect to
the quality attributes in benefit of the business. By doing the necessary analysis, some risks will be
extracted in terms of sensitivity points and trade-off points. These points will be reflected as a
subsection of the architecture where there will be emphasis on how the components of this
architecture interact and process data. At the end of the analysis of the current state of the
architecture, additional approaches will be proposed in order to mitigate risks associated with the
decisions taken as well as the analysis on the impact for the business. By choosing an early stage
architecture in the context of a startup, there exists more improvement possibilities as the nature of
the environment is prone to multiple mistakes during the decision process that can potentially
impact the business.

2.2 Background

In order to determine the “correctness” of a software architecture, an analysis must be performed by
using the approach that most fits with the desired outcome for the business. Before making a
decision over a method of evaluation, business requirements have priority and prevail over the
strategy to be chosen. Nevertheless, all of them share a common purpose which is to identify
potential break points before they impact the business. Several techniques have arised so far
(Maurya & Himanshu, 2010), having its evaluation basis on experience, simulation, scenarios or
mathematical modeling as the main categories for software architecture evaluation. Each category
has its own advantage that is harnessed depending on the requirements.

Scenario-based, evaluate quality attributes of interest with respect to scenarios that describe the
quality requirements in terms of the interaction between a stakeholder and the system. These
scenarios help to identify flaws in the architecture for specific quality attributes. The methods that
rely on scenarios offer a systematic means of investigating the architecture and will determine
whether the scenario can be executed successfully or not.

Experience-based, evaluate the current architecture with respect to previous knowledge of a
consultant or the team behind the technology of the business. Commonly, it is necessary to have a
use case that can be easily mapped to the current needs in terms of architecture.

Simulation-based, abstract the architecture partially or totally to a high level for some of its
components and perform simulation in order to determine the behavior of the architecture based on
tests. These methods commonly evaluate quality attributes like performance.

Mathematical modeling, uses mathematical proofs and well-known equations for quantitatively
evaluating quality attributes, commonly the ones related with performance and reliability. Once the
models are gathered, these are used to obtain architectural statistics that will be used further to
estimate operational quality attributes.

The decision of choosing one category of the evaluation methods above is given by the
requirements of the architecture, business, the concerns of the stakeholders and the granularity
needed for the evaluation. Each one of these categories has multiple methods of evaluation that
have their own particularities that will also influence the final choice (Roy & Graham, 2008). In order
to have a better understanding of the solution mentioned ahead, some of the existing
scenario-based methods must also be stated.
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Software Architecture Analysis Method (SAAM) is a method of evaluation mainly used to
determine how quality attributes are achieved based on the current architecture and how they will
be impacted by future changes, based on hypothetical cases of study. Thus, has a strong focus on
assessing the risks attached to the architecture decisions based on the documents that validate the
properties of the system. Additionally, one advantage of this method is its possibility to tackle
multiple quality attributes.

Architecture-Level Modifiability Analysis (ALMA) focuses exclusively on the maintainability
quality attribute to predict the maintenance effort required to the change of a scenario. As software
tends to evolve rapidly, the importance and impact of modifiability increases. One big advantage of
this method is its capability of addressing multiple analysis goals.

Architecture Trade-off Analysis Method (ATAM) exists as an extension of SAAM, with the
advantage of evaluating the trade-offs when validating quality attributes. Consequently, the method
exposes the architectural decisions that might put at risk the organization’s business goals in the
effort of satisfying other quality attributes, at the end it provides how some quality attributes interact
with each other.

2.3 Problem Identification and importance

Preki is a start-up whose purpose is to connect small and medium businesses (SMBs) with vendors
through mobile and web applications. Throughout the system it is possible to browse products,
make virtual payments, request logistics services and have an analytics dashboard, all in one place.
As the nature of a start-up, business requirements tend to evolve quickly, those requirements are
mapped into fast paced technical decisions and implementations. Most of the time, those decisions
tend to be made without much depth analysis as a further pivot or business requirement might
change the turn of those decisions.

The importance of the platform increased even more as the COVID global pandemic arised in the
first quarter of 2020. The final consumer was in some way used to buying online, unlike businesses,
but the circumstances forced them into the online supply chain to survive. Across both situations, be
it Business-to-business (B2B) or Business-to-customer (B2C) interactions, the trend of moving the
supply chain from a physical environment to a digital one tended to increase as restrictions on
mobility and interaction with other people was mandatory. As shown in a study from the McKinsey
management consulting group (Laberge et al., 2020), the online purchase of products and services
increased dramatically and its digital transformation was accelerated by a factor of 27.
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Figure 1. Trend of digitalization interaction between 2017 and 2020. From: How COVID-19 has pushed
companies over the technology tipping point—and transformed business forever- Survey. McKinsey &

Company, October 2020.

The change of trends made the idea of Preki even more necessary among businesses and the time
to market needed to be reduced to be there for users. In May 2020, two months after the first
lockdown, Preki made a soft launch with its first product, a mobile application, businesses started to
sign up and the system was filling the needs of the demand. However, that first version of the
system was a monolithic prototype to scale gradually without the circumstances mentioned before,
so the decision to have a well designed architecture was essential.

The microservices style was proposed for the new architecture and its implementation started in
august 2020. This decision was made taking into consideration the potential to decouple it by
following a domain driven design and by fitting with the fast changing requirements of the business.
However, the team behind the technology had never implemented a production ready architecture.
Even so, the migration to the new architecture came out in three months but additional
requirements were issued and its release date was delayed three additional months. By then, the
portafolio of Preki increased with three new products being supported by the microservices
architecture.

After its launch, the system had low complexity and involved little to none changes in the
architecture. It was thought it could handle multiple requests without downtime, an SLA according to
the user needs and business requirements. However, these were assumptions based on the
architecture design, how it was deployed and hosted, basically in unexperienced theoretical
decisions. That’s why the team decided on the importance of determining exactly how the system
can respond to the business requirements and to essential quality attributes. As mentioned before,
due to being an inexperienced team and working in a fast paced environment, most of the decisions
were not taken knowing all of the implications and an evaluation of the architecture regarding the
requirements of the business was needed.
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3 DESIGN AND SPECIFICATIONS

3.1 Problem Definition

Having a multitiered-microservices architecture of hundreds of functions that were exposed to an
API or exposed internally, without knowing its strengths and weaknesses in terms of quality
attributes is not an ideal scenario for a technology company that wants to expand to multiple
countries in latinamerica. Therefore, the need for a proper evaluation of the software arises, to
carefully identify these factors in the built architecture.

As mentioned before, by the time of the evaluation of the system’s architecture, it was structured by
using the microservices style. During the elicitation some patterns were extracted, of which, the
principal ones were an API Gateway, synchronous and asynchronous communication between
services, shared database and database per service. Each one of these patterns has its own
advantages, disadvantages (Richardson, 2018), and processes that must be performed in order to
guarantee the correct behavior of the system. However, at the beginning, some configuration and
decisions were not the most appropriate and there were important failure points that could impact
the system and the business operation in important aspects of it.

As a platform that handles monetary operations, it was crucial to manipulate and store this
information in a secure manner. Those aspects were not taken into consideration at the beginning
of the creation of the system and resulted in inadequate processes of manipulating that information
and, by then, the system had information of around one thousand users with at least six hundred
fully operating. Not only the information but some processes were also risking the operation of the
business as some user actions happening in particular patterns could cause multiple errors in the
system affecting not only the business but users too. This situation was the result of multiple
decisions that, by the lack of time and experience, could potentially affect the business and, thus,
required immediate attention.

3.2 Specifications

The choice of ATAM as the evaluation method for the architecture of Preki was influenced by its
requirements, inputs and its cost-effectiveness that matched with the business needs. As the
architecture design was relatively young and fresh, it was easier to elicit information. Additionally, by
the fast pace of the business, it became more important to have a general overview of the
architecture rather than specific information such as latency or mean times of a metric. Thus,
instead of assessing precisely the quality attributes behavior, the method provides points of interest
where an attribute is affected by an architectural decision.

In order to follow the ATAM methodology (Kazman et al., 2000), we need to understand how it is
structured, what information is required in each step and the outputs of the evaluation model. Being
so, we will explain the methodology by dividing it into three main parts: Inputs, Outputs and Steps.

3.2.1 Inputs

The main inputs of ATAM are the ones related to the process of evaluation, that is the quality
attributes of the business and the current architecture design. However, to have a wide
understanding of the system, certain information from the business must also be elicited, all of
which will be shown in Section 4.1 - Information Recollection.

● Business Drivers
Here the system is described from the business perspective in order for all parts to have a
good understanding of how the system performs, all actors involved and constraints.
Specifically, the information elicited here was:
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● Persona Maps
Provides an understanding of the target user in order to have a clear vision of what
problems the business is solving for that user. A clear understanding of who the
users are, provides a clear understanding of what capabilities the system must
provide.

● Business Model Canvas
Provides a structured understanding of the business plan defining the principal
concepts and relationships in which the business is involved in. Here the business
is understood from the perspective of its allies, activities, channels, cost structure,
value proposition and more. Ahead in the evaluation, some of these concepts will
be mapped to architectural decisions.

● Principal Functional Requirements
Define the principal system behavior in terms of inputs and outputs. Here there
were defined core requirements that will be mapped into architectural decisions
ahead.

● Architecture
The system is described at an architecture level, where its granularity depends on different
factors such as information documented and available, time frames, potential existing risks.
During the elicitation, the design of the architecture was in a high and low level, including
interaction between services, communication schemas, database schemas and some
patterns and styles as well as integrations with external systems.

3.2.2 Outputs

At the end of the method evaluation, ATAM will produce certain outputs that will give the business a
better understanding of the points of failure, points in which the architecture successfully supports
the operation and certain documentation that helps the business and the technical team to
understand the operation.

● Quality Attribute Utility Tree
Here the quality attributes have the main role as they reflect the needs of the actors of the
system mapped into further architectural decisions with prioritization. During the process of
creating the utility tree, the business drivers are mapped into those quality attributes.

● Scenario Prioritization
Based on the quality attributes utility tree, the evaluation model returns the prioritization of
scenarios that have more importance and/or impact to the business in terms of architectural
complexity or how the different stakeholders benefit from it and what effect it brings to the
business as a whole.

● Architectural approaches and styles
This methodology proposed to analyze and describe solutions to sensitivity and trade off
points in the proposed architecture. These approaches will be documented as changes in
the architecture, some of them with data about the improvement and the impact on the
quality attributes.

● Risks and Non-risks
Risks are considered as potentially problematic architectural decisions. Contrarily, the
non-risks are good decisions regarding the architecture based on assumptions implied. For
the documentation of these risks and non-risks it is necessary to identify architectural
decisions, the quality attributes considered in the architectural decision along with its
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consequences.

● Sensitivity Points
Consists of a property, component or interaction that is critical for achieving a quality
attribute response. It tells where to focus the attention while exploring a specific quality
attribute in terms of the architecture. Some of these points must have special care, as some
of their values might become risks.

● Trade Off Points
Are sensitivity points that involve multiple quality attributes. As the name suggests, the
increase of a value for a quality attribute, might lower another quality attribute and vice
versa. They comprise the most critical decisions as they imply the sacrifice of one or more
quality attributes for the achievement of others.

3.2.3 Steps

ATAM consists of 9 steps that sometimes need to be modified in order to match the needs,
requirements or constraints of the business. Some of these steps might be performed in a different
order as is needed or if multiple iterations of steps are required.

Step 1 - Present the ATAM
It is necessary for the business to know about the processes in ATAM, how the analysis will be
performed and what information is needed from the business side, as well as the outputs of each
step and how they must be interpreted.

Step 2 - Present Business Drivers
As one of the inputs of the evaluation, the business drivers show the system from the business
perspective in order for the evaluators to understand its needs and be able to correctly map
business needs with architectural decisions.

Step 3 - Present the Architecture
As part of the inputs, the architecture is exposed and explained through technical documentation to
the evaluation team. It is important to have a good understanding of the architecture and the
components involved, at least in the area of interest, in order to elicit the most useful information
possible.

Step 4 - Identify Architectural Approaches
Once the information has been elicited from the steps before, it is necessary to identify architectural
approaches, patterns and styles as they represent decisions over the architecture in efforts to
address quality attributes. Through these decisions it can be determined how the system can grow,
respond to failure, integrate with other systems, among others. The task on this step is only
investigative as those approaches and styles are only elicited but not analyzed as that belongs to a
further step.

Step 5 - Generate the Quality Attribute Utility Tree
This step is done along with people with business interests, architects and the evaluation team in
order to identify, prioritize and refine the quality attributes that have more incidence on the system
from the perspective of each actor. Additionally, each quality attribute will break down into scenarios
in the context of the business. The utility tree will give a route for the evaluation team to proceed
with further examination of the architecture addressing the problems that have more incidence and
are critical to the business, directly obtained from the quality attributes and scenarios gathered from
this step.

Step 6 - Analyze Architectural Approaches
Based on the information collected from previous steps, it is now possible to match the architectural
approaches from step 4 with the quality attributes from step 5. Those architectural approaches are
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analyzed in order to determine their effectiveness in addressing the quality attributes they were
intended for. The output from this step will be the sensitivity and trade-off points as well as the risks
and non-risks.

Step 7 -  Brainstorm and Prioritize Scenarios
Scenarios are the key for testing the architecture in ATAM. In this step, stimuli must be identified, in
terms of actions performed in the system by the different stakeholders, and the expected response
in terms of quality attributes. Those scenarios are classified into two types: the case scenarios,
which represent the way users expect the system to respond, and change scenarios in which the
users expect the system to change in the future.

Once the scenarios are defined, a voting process is performed between the major stakeholders of
the business, to determine the scenarios that should be considered as high priority. When greater
numbers of stakeholders participate in this step, usually better results are obtained as discussion
and brainstorming is highly promoted. By itself, comparing the high ranked scenarios here with the
utility tree generated in step 5 can reveal disconnection between what the architects assess as the
most important qualities for the system and what the group of stakeholders believe. This exercise
can also reveal serious risks in the architecture, by highlighting areas of concern to which the
architects have not attended and should be the highest priority.

Step 8 - Analyze Architectural approaches
With the collected scenarios from step 7, here begins a process of mapping the highest ranked
scenarios onto the architectural decisions and approaches that have been identified and
documented thus far in previous steps. These top scenarios are used as test cases for analyzing
the architectural approaches and may be useful to uncover missed risks, sensitivity and trade-off
points. Additionally, the idea of this step is to illustrate possible weaknesses in the architecture or
even missing architectural approaches.

3.3 Restrictions

The evaluation of the architecture had important restrictions regarding the intellectual property as
most of the elicited information could not be made public. Being so, some of the architecture models
were modified in order to protect its real implementation in benefit of the business. Additionally, time
frames related to the evaluation process were limited as the roadmap of the business had important
milestones where there was not enough space to fit big changes in the architecture. This document
will be focused on the explored solutions and the implementation of them.

On the other hand, the architecture resources were highly coupled to the cloud provider in which the
architecture was hosted on. Being so, exploring a multi-cloud solution was out of the scope of the
evaluation and business requirements. Limitation on time availability from the business and the
project was also a restriction to develop and propose more architectural approaches to the
architecture.

4 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

4.1 Information Recollection

4.1.1 Business Drivers

Preki is a B2B wholesale marketplace that connects independent retailers with wholesale vendors.
Preki allows retailers to order products from various wholesalers through a mobile app or a direct
vendor link. In order to completely understand what Preki is and what drives its business, two
commonly used artifacts were used: the persona maps and the business canvas.
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To understand the business’ users and their needs, behaviours and goals, persona maps were
created based on all available collected information and the team’s personal experience. One was
created for each of the main target users for the business’ product or service.

First, we have the Retailer or Business persona (Figure 2). They’re owners of small or
medium-sized retailers and their main goals are to make their business grow and to be able to
supply it as they sell products. As they’re commonly located in towns several hours away from main
cities, the current ways of supplying their business are through sales agents that personally visit
them or traveling to the closest main city. However, due to their location, visits from sales agents are
sporadic and traveling themselves implies additional costs for them (for the trip itself and,
sometimes, having to close the business in the meantime). Moreover, getting new providers is long
and exhausting, and there’s a high risk of fraud, so they tend to stick to one.

Figure 2. Persona map for the Business Persona

On the other side, we have the Vendor persona (Figure 3).They’re usually the sales manager of a
medium or big-sized supply company, and their main motivations are to increase their sales and
clients and lower their operational costs. They don’t have a digital channel for sales: these are
managed in a traditional way, which implies long and costly visits in charge of sales agents.
Furthermore, this means that in order to open new coverage zones they need to hire more agents,
which is why their coverage is restricted to certain limited zones.
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Figure 3. Persona map for the Vendor Persona

Additionally, in order to understand why Preki exists and what it offers to these target users, it is
pertinent to understand the business structure through the Business Model Canvas (see Appendix
A), proposed as a shared language for describing, visualizing, assessing, and changing business
models (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2013). It helps describe the rationale of how an organization
creates, delivers, and captures value, through nine building blocks that cover the four main areas of
a business: customers, offer, infrastructure, and financial viability. This tool was chosen as it
promotes discussion, creativity, and analysis throughout all the areas of the team. From this
process the most relevant piece of information is the Value Proposition. It describes the products
and services and how they create value for customers by solving specific needs.

For both of the Personas (i.e. Vendors and Businesses), Preki provides secure online transactions
with help of its allies. These transactions help businesses make a single payment when ordering
from multiple vendors reducing the transaction costs, thus avoiding increases in prices of the
products. Additionally, some vendors require certain legal status of businesses in order to sell their
products as well as some businesses are only allowed to buy from certain vendors with given
regulations. Some of these requirements are fulfilled with a background check for both of the user
types in order to provide the confidence vendors need to sell and businesses require to buy.
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When targeting specific features for each Persona type, on one hand, Preki helps the business
reach multiple vendors in one platform. Thus, provides a variety of products to supply the business
and have a wider field of search. Being so, the businesses can buy from multiple vendors in one
single order with one payment, reducing friction by the time of buying online. Additionally, the
possibility of payment methods include the most popular payment methods in Colombia such as
cash, PSE (bank transfer gateway) and credit card. Given that Preki business target is scoped to
small and medium businesses, the cash method has brought the attention of most of them as it
becomes an easier payment solution for their needs.

On the other hand, the vendor Persona, benefits from Preki as it is becoming the platform for their
daily operations and the goal of the business is to become the all-in-one solution for businesses in
latinamerica. Some of the benefits it offers to vendors is the possibility to easily acquire new users
through the marketplace as well as manage its own existing clients database in order to migrate
them to Preki, where the vendor can have a centralized platform for managing clients, orders and
with a dashboard of reports and analytics. All of this, with the benefit of managing the verticals of a
wholesale transaction environment like billing, taxation, logistics, legal paperwork among other
services. All the previously mentioned services help the vendor to reduce costs as it becomes more
efficient by implementing automated processes into their operations.

The before mentioned value propositions are offered to the users through 3 main products:

● Preki Marketplace, a mobile application where businesses can explore multiple vendors
and buy products to supply their operation and have dependable sources. This product is
targeted for acquiring new business clients to the Vendor.

● Preki Direct, a web application with a customized subdomain for each vendor, where they
can expose their products within a catalog with integrated payments. This product is
targeted for migrating the operation of the current client database of the vendors without the
risk of being exposed to competition.

● Preki Central, a web application where vendors can manage all their operations (clients,
orders, stock, logistics, analytics, among others) with the ability to extend to their needs.

The key functional requirements of Preki comprise the processes that directly affect its goal metrics,
like Gross Merchandise Volume (GMV). Some of these requirements revolve around the process of
creating an order and every other process involved such as withholdings, payments and shipping.
The order creation has consequential operations regarding the vendor that involve the management
of the order up to its delivery and posterior withdrawal of the corresponding money of the
transaction. All of the previous requirements must be complemented with the onboarding of
businesses and vendors as they are one of the principal resources of the operation.

4.1.2 COTS

Commercial off-the-shelfs or COTS are software and/or hardware products that are commercially
ready-made and available for sale, lease, or license to the general public (Boyens et al., 2015).
Some of their major advantages are: reducing costs, reducing development time for a new feature
and increasing reliability.

It is important to understand the use of COTS products and how they are chosen and integrated, as
a way of understanding other systems with which the analyzed system must interact. Moreover, the
use of these COTS often imposes technical restrictions on the system that are almost completely
out of control of the organization and, thus, must be carefully taken into consideration.
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● ePayco: It is the main payment provider, used for credit cards and PSE payments1. The
integration is done through their API, which is consumed from the services in the payments
domain. This provider is almost irreplaceable as it is the one that offers the lowest
transactional costs and the highest maximum value per transaction, which is highly
important to the business since wholesale transactions are frequently of high
denominations (several millions of Colombian pesos - COP). The major drawback is that it
usually has very long response times.

● Efecty: It is a payment provider with offline cash payments in Colombia. This is done
through a voucher that is issued once the customer confirms the purchase. Using this, the
customer can later pay in cash, in Colombian pesos, in any of Efecty’s service points
throughout the country. With many Colombian people not having access to credit or debit
cards, or even banking products, and an overall preference of cash payments over any
other payment methods (Banco de La República, 2020), a provider that allows this option is
essential for any platform that offers online payments.

The integration with Efecty is done through an HTTP request and access to a SFTP server.
This is an unusual and outdated technological integration, but response times are
adequate. However, the server doesn’t offer a very high availability and notifications of
payment or rejection of a voucher are received in batches every 30 minutes, hence there is
an inherent delay of at most 30 minutes between the payment of a voucher and the system
being actually notified about it.

● Envioclick: A logistics provider that offers a complete technological integration through an
API. They offer the possibility of quoting and requesting a shipping service from multiple
national carriers in a single call, and with competitive rates. Currently, there’s a high
dependence on this provider as, if a vendor does not have fixed shipping costs for their
operation, a request is made to get an approximate value that is charged to the business
that is making a purchase. Consequently, the success of the core operation of the business
- making/receiving orders - highly relies on this provider. This is an inconvenience as they
tend to have high response times (with a single request taking more than 30 seconds) and
poor reliability (a v2 of their API was released, with no previous notice given, which made it
impossible to make orders through the system for a few hours until the integration was
adapted).

● Truora: An online platform for fraud prevention. One of their main services is performing
background checks on people or companies, only having the national ID or tax ID
respectively. By using this tool, the identity of the businesses and vendors can be verified,
ensuring each side that the businesses they are making transactions with are trustable. and
Preki has access to a YC alumni discount. Additionally, an API integration is possible (not
yet implemented) which permits full automation for this process in the onboarding of a new
business.

● DANE: The National Administrative Department of Statistics, commonly referred to as
DANE, is an administrative department responsible for the planning, compilation, analysis
and dissemination of the official statistics of Colombia. They developed a tool to query the
“DANE codes” assigned to a particular location. These codes are the identifiers for the
different territorial entities (departments, cities and settlements) and are used internally as
postal codes instead of the zipcodes that are an international standard. This tool is currently
the only way to programmatically obtain these codes, but it is unreliable and unstable.

● Google: In order to obtain the DANE code for an address using the aforementioned tool, the
latitude and longitude associated with it are necessary. With help of the Google maps API,

1 PSE stands for “Pagos Seguros en Línea”, which means safe online payments. It’s a payment
option that allows customers to make bank transfers directly from their bank accounts, without
needing a credit card.
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these values can be easily obtained and in a short time. Furthermore, other fields such as
the neighborhood can also be obtained through the same API call, and are useful for
making the address more precise, without adding more friction to the checkout process by
making users input it themselves.

4.1.3 Architecture Overview

The architecture is composed of microservices that interact mainly using asynchronous
communication through messages queues and by using managed publish-subscribe mechanisms.
Each service is composed of highly coupled concepts matching the subdomain concept in the
Domain-Driven Design ecosystem. The core services that are relevant to the daily operation of the
business are the ones related to orders and catalog management, inherently the shipping and
payment services are also attached to the order management. These services are mainly related to
the key functional requirements from the business drivers mentioned above.

The architecture was designed keeping in mind some key quality attributes and requirements for the
operation of the business:

● Integrity
In order to provide and have accurate data, there exists the need of keeping consistent the
data among the services. Nevertheless, some services, depending on the business
requirements are able to handle eventual consistency in order to have better metrics on
other quality attributes.

● Performance
As the needs of the users of the system, the performance translates into a low waiting time
for the users and transitively in lower costs of the operation. The need for fast responses
comes into mind as the network in Colombia is not reliable in non-principal municipalities,
where a great percentage of the users reside.

● Maintainability
As with most start-ups, the business requirements tend to change constantly and the need
for constant new features and integrations are habitual. Thus, the system must be capable
of adapting to those changes almost without major changes to provide a fast response from
the technical aspect and to fulfill the expectations from the user.

● Scalability:
As an e-commerce platform, it is expected for the system to support large volumes of users
and orders in order to fulfill business metrics like GMV. However, as the business is
relatively new, there is not much information of how the system must perform to an unusual
increase of users or orders.

● Reliability:
The system must be able to perform actions with the lower failure possible for each
requirement. For core requirements like order management, the system must handle them
with the highest SLA possible as they directly impact the core metric of the business.

The microservices architecture is segmented into different subdomains that support one specific
area of the business. An overview of the responsibilities of each subdomain is listed below:

Profile: Is in charge of the management of the profile information of users, such as given name, last
name, business name, customization of preferences and despite giving the password management
to a managed service, this subdomain handles the password migration from previous systems.

Catalog: Manages the information of the products of the vendors in Preki as well as certain
preferences of vendors related to their product operation such as lead times, stock management
and catalog feel and look customization.
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Orders: As the name suggests, is in charge of managing all the operations of ordering
management, including order creation, updation and refunds. This is one of the core subdomains,
as its operation is strictly related to the value proposition of the business.

Payment: This subdomain is in charge of the integration with the multiple gateways as Preki offers
multiple ways for payments such as cash, card or direct bank transactions. In order to be able to
process payments, the platform must transform the data that it receives from the client, store what
is necessary and send the request to the requested payment gateway and be able to update the
necessary information when asynchronous (i.e. cash or bank transfers) payments are made.

Legal: As the core of the users in Preki are businesses, there must exist a rigorous system of
managing the legal and taxing information of those users. This information will be further used to
calculate taxation and withholdings on the orders and be able to provide a consistent billing service.

Shipping: As another service provided by the business is the integration with logistic services, this
subdomain is in charge of integrating with those systems and being able to quotate orders, request
shipping services and store and update the needed information for the operation.

Analytics: In order to provide relevant information about the selling operation, Preki provides an
analytic dashboard to vendors from which they can make better decisions regarding their business.
Here Preki also collects important information regarding the whole operation of the business such
as users, ordering, general metrics among others.

Notifications: It is necessary to maintain users informed about the ordering status as well as
account status eventualities. This subdomain has the responsibility of delivering important
information through email, SMS, instant messaging or through push notifications.

Operational (OPS): There are some concepts that exist transversely in the operation, that being
taxation concepts that are relevant in the ordering system as well as for billing operations or the
categories of the products that are needed for managing business preferences and in the catalog
creation.

Figure 4. Overview of subdomains and its data flow
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As these subdomains are described as units with a well defined responsibility, they must interact
and collaborate with other subdomains to make the business work. These interactions are needed
for synchronizing databases, confirming remote operations or delegating work. In order to have an
example of the subdomain interaction, an explanation of the ordering creation operation interaction
will be detailed, that will help in a further analysis for the trade-off points:

The order creation is made in two steps: checkout and order creation. This two steps operation
guarantees that the system will not be vulnerable to attacks like tampering. In the first step, the
client sends its intention to make an order to the system. This intention will be reflected by
generating a quote for the shipping service and calculating the taxation and withholdings values that
the transaction will incur. Thus, this translates into making a request to the legal and shipping
subdomains that, at the fulfillment of the operation, will temporarily store the information.

Figure 5. Clients show intentions of making an order in the checkout process.

Second, when the user confirms their intentions to make an order by providing a payment option,
the order information will be sent to the Order subdomain. This information of all the selected
products, the previously obtained shipping quote and tax withholding references in order to confirm
the integrity of the order. Once the information is correctly transformed and verified, a synchronous
request is sent to the payment subdomain that will forward the request to the payment provider
selected by the user. The flow mentioned so far, is made inside a transaction of the principal
database. Once the request is processed, information to the catalog subdomain is sent for reducing
the stock of the products, requests to legal and shipping subdomains in order to permanently persist
the information about the quoted shipping and withholdings. Additional requests to the analytics and
notifications subdomain are sent, to update the data accordingly and send corresponding
notifications to the actors involved in the order (vendors and business).
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Figure 6. High-level functional view of the current architecture. Shows interactions between service
subdomains when creating an order.

In the process described above, it is clear how subdomains must interact with each other in order
for the system to work correctly. This exchange of information is made using different mechanisms
like using asynchronous tools like message queues or using publish-subscribe services, but also
using synchronous invocations to those remote procedures. The advantages and disadvantages of
those mechanisms will be discussed further in the document.

The information elicited in this step of ATAM consisted of detailed functional views of the
architecture that, for the purpose of presentation in this document, were abstracted into high level
views in order to maintain the privacy of the current system details. Additionally, as the architecture
is hosted on a managed cloud provider, the deployment views were omitted as they do not
represent an important consideration of the architecture.

4.1.4 Identifying Architectural Approximations

By focusing on the interaction among the components of the architecture, we focused on gathering
and analyzing patterns and styles according to the properties of each one (Richards & Ford, 2020),
in order to evaluate the current state of it.

● Sync Messaging
This architectural approach is related to the communication between services in the system
using synchronous methods. For example, this pattern is useful for acting based on
information located remotely. However, this pattern incurs high costs, low performance and
the availability of some functions is decreased as it is a blocking communication
mechanism. The business requires some operations to occur synchronously such as the
payments of orders.
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Figure 7. Synchronous invocation of function 2 from function 1.

● Async Messaging (Queue / Message Broker)
On the other hand, asynchronous communication mechanisms offer the possibility to
communicate with remote operations without the cost of waiting times. This pattern
maintains the system performance, some of its functions are kept highly available and the
architecture is more maintainable. However, one of its difficulties arises at the technical side
as it adds complexity in the implementation.

Figure 8. Asynchronous invocation of function 2 from function 1.

● Database-per-service
Keeps information accessible to only one service making it accessible to external resources
through different communication patterns.This approach keeps the architecture decoupled
and highly maintainable. However, making multi database operations becomes a complex
situation that needs additional patterns to correctly coordinate each of those local
operations.

Figure 9. A database is allocated within the scope of a service

● Shared Database
In order to take advantage of relationships between the data, some databases might be
shared among services in order to guarantee the integrity of the data. However, this pattern
might come with complex tasks as it becomes difficult to maintain schemas up to date, and
reduces the availability of the entire system.
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Figure 10. A database being shared between multiple services

● API Gateway
This pattern centralizes services endpoints into a single entry point where each request will
be further routed where needed. This increases the maintainability of the system and its
products but becomes a point of potential failure reducing the availability of the system and
could also decrease the performance of the system if it is not configured correctly.

Figure 11. An API Gateway representation being upfront of three functions that might be located in
multiple services.

● Choreography
This pattern provides performance as one its main metrics and helps the architecture to be
decoupled, highly maintainable at a small cost of complexity. This pattern is useful when
making multiple actions based on a trigger like the creation of a new user that will execute
multiple actions, like notifying through email and webhooks and requesting internal
processes to make the background check.
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Figure 12. A choreography pattern where a function sends a message to multiple functions in order to
execute different processes and acting independent

● SAGA
Enables a mechanism of performing transactions among distributed databases as a
sequence of local transactions that can be compensated in case one transaction fails. Thus
providing integrity between remote databases at the cost of the complexity of creating
compensating functions and coordination among services.

Figure 13. A simplified SAGA pattern where the occurrence of an error in some function will trigger
rollback actions in previous functions.

4.1.5 Utility Tree

Before an assessment of the architecture can be performed, it is necessary to define specific and
concrete system goals in the form of quality attribute scenarios. Moreover, it is imperative to
understand the relevance of each goal in contrast to the other quality attribute goals, to determine
where to focus the attention of the team and, in particular, where to inquire for architectural
approaches, trade-off and sensitivity points and risks. Utility trees are used for this purpose as a
method for efficiently translating the business drivers and requirements of the system into precise
scenarios, each associated to a quality attribute.

The idea of this exercise is to do it in a top-down approach, by starting with the most general quality
attributes of interest as root nodes and proceed with refining the attribute goals so that they become
concrete and specific enough to be prioritized. Additionally, they should be refutable and ideally
measurable to easily determine if they are achieved or not by the current and proposed
architectures. The final results of this step can be seen below. Each scenario was associated with a
code to easily identify and refer to it in subsequent steps.
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QA ID Description

Performance

Transaction

Response Time

[PER-001]
A business is able to list the products of a vendor
during a peak load in less than 1s per page

[PER-002] A business is able to make an order* in less than 5s.

[PER-003]
A business is able to get its checkout information in
less than 1s.

Throughput

[PER-004]
During a peak time the system is able to transact 25
orders per hour.

[PER-005]
During a peak time the system is able to manage 200
users simultaneously.

Maintenance

Fixes &

Adjustments

[MAN-001]
A tech team member is able to fix a bug in the core
functionality in less than 4 hours.

[MAN-002]
A tech team member is able to fix a bug in the
non-core functionality in no more than 1 week.

[MAN-003]
External variables can be modified easily and
immediately when needed.

Requirements

[MAN-004]
A tech team member is able to modify a requirement*
in less than 1 week.

[MAN-005]
A tech team member is able to optimize a
process/code in less than 2 days.

Observability
-

[OBS-001]
Crashes in the platform must be observable by the tech
team with the most accuracy and context possible.

Availability

-

[AVA-001]
The core functionality must have at least 95%
availability to users.

[AVA-002]
In case of a downtime in a non-core functionality, it
should be restored in less than a day.

COTS [AVA-003]
The core functionality must be available even if one of
the COTS is unavailable.

Updates [AVA-004]
The system must be updated in less than 12 hours in
the case of a critical update of a dependency.

Modifiability Change COTS

[MDF-001]
Replace the Payment Gateway with no major impact in
the system.

[MDF-002]
Modify the Logistics Provider with no major impact in
the system.

[MDF-003]
Migrate to another Cloud Provider without affecting the
average usage of the platform.

Modularity -
[MOD-004]

A new module is added in order to fulfill a business
capability.

[MOD-005] Changes in one module should not affect other
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modules

Security

Integrity
[SEC-001] System blocks unauthenticated requests.

[SEC-002] Sensitive data is confidential

Confidentiali

ty

[SEC-003] A business is only able to manipulate its own data

[SEC-004]
A vendor is able to access the basic information only
of its customers data

[SEC-005]
Only active business accounts must be able to see
prices

[SEC-006]
A vendor account is activated only if the legal
documentation is validated automatically

Extensibility

Features

[EXT-001]
Tech team is able to design a new feature* in less than
a week.

[EXT-002]
Tech team is able to implement a new feature* in less
than 2 weeks.

New Markets

[EXT-003]
System must be capable of adapting to a new market
(country) without a high workload.

[EXT-004]
System must be capable of adapting to a new market
(country) within 2 months.

Scalability
External

Changes

[SCA-001]
Data systems must be capable of adapting to changes
without much effort.

[SCA-002] The system can handle requests on demand.

Usability

Training [USA-001]
An engineer with some experience becomes proficient
in Preki (system) in less than 1 month.

Interaction

[USA-002]
A non-tech savvy business is able to make an order by
themselves.

[USA-003]
A tech-savvy vendor must be able to manage its orders
by him/herself.

[USA-004] A user must be onboarded in no more than 5 minutes.

[USA-005]
A user account must be validated in no more than 2
hours*.

[USA-006] Provide support for users at least 8 hours a day.

Accessibility
International

ization
[ACC-001]

System must handle interaction with different
languages (Spanish, Portuguese, English)

Table 1. Utility tree with the Quality Attributes of interest for the business according to the stakeholders

4.1.6 Analyzing Architectural Approaches

For this step, a thorough mapping of the identified quality attributes into the elicited architecture
diagrams was performed. The goal was to precisely identify what decisions have been made,
explicitly or implicitly, to assess the required responses of the system or even the absence of these
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decisions. To aid with this step, we used a collaborative diagramming tool that through the use of
layers allowed us to clearly and dynamically visualize the points in the architecture that were directly
related to a specific scenario or to a whole quality attribute. This helped verify which scenarios were
being addressed or not, and in which ways it was being done.

The current architecture state showed interesting patterns used by the business. However, while
some of these patterns have a positive impact and manage the business requirements successfully,
others have a negative impact on some quality attributes that could lead to bigger risks. Some of
those risks will be evaluated in this document, being analyzed in benefit of the business and the
users as one of the principal stakeholders. For example, the synchronous communication pattern
impacts critical operations like ordering creation in the performance quality attribute in efforts to
comply with the integrity quality attribute. On the other hand, the SAGA pattern, despite the
complexity involved, adds benefits to the operation of the business as well as keeping the
architecture healthy in terms of quality attributes.

4.1.7 Scenario Prioritization

Since the next steps of the evaluation have a limited scope and can only focus on a few of the
collected and analyzed scenarios, they must be prioritized to choose which require our immediate
attention. For this purpose, a voting procedure was performed in which each of the stakeholders
involved had to give two scores, from 1 to 5, for each of the scenarios. One represented the
perceived relevance for the business that fulfilling the scenario’s conditions has and the other
represented the expected technical difficulty of actually fulfilling it. These two scores were averaged
and the scenarios with the highest score would be the ones chosen for additional analysis.

In order to minimize the bias over the voting process, the voting was anonymous and done in secret
and simultaneously by each member before revealing the final results. Based on these results, it
was decided that the remaining steps of the ATAM evaluation, as well as the experimentation phase
of it, would focus on the scenarios PER-004 and SEC-002. Here we can see a further refinement of
these two scenarios:

Scenario [PER-004] During a peak time the system is able to transact 25 orders
per hour

Attribute Performance

Environment Peak load

Stimulus Many customers add products and 25 checkout during the same hour

Response 100% of the received orders should be completed successfully

Scenario [SEC-002] Sensitive data is confidential

Attribute Security

Environment Normal operation

Stimulus A person (inside or outside the organization) tries to access sensitive
information that does not belong to them

Response The system blocks this access and the team is reported of this attempt.
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4.2 Design alternatives

In order to determine alternatives to the current architecture guided by the scenarios defined
previously, it is necessary to understand the current behavior of the system in production and
analyze potential sensitivity points where the rest of the evaluation will be focused on. Being so, the
needed tests, that are detailed in section 6.1 - validation methods, were created in order to work for
the current implementation and for potential alternatives to current design of the architecture.

Starting with the scenario PER-004, the current architecture was tested, and the results showed
that the scenario can be perfectly fulfilled. However, there exists a bottleneck in the transactions
made to one of the databases. If the transactions start to overlap, they tend to return slower
responses until the restriction of the API Gateway timeout (30s) passes as shown in the graphic
below. The best behavior in the tests, resulted with a setup of a time frame of 5 seconds between
the request of the order creation and the following order requests. This setup resulted in a constant
latency time of 8 seconds average from the start of the request until its fulfillment. Nevertheless,
with a lower time gap between the requests, each transaction started to collide, making each
request slower to respond.

Figure 14. Tests results of simultaneous requests with the current architecture

The architecture and implementation reflected that transaction connections blocked some resources
that caused latency on the requests. After researching the implementation of the database
technology, it was found that this issue was caused by lock acquisition on the products being
bought. As all requests were requesting to buy the same products, as a worst case scenario like a
discount or a limited coupon, queries to the database started to be put on hold. This particular
database was being managed by the business in a virtual machine hosted in the same region as
the rest of the architecture, details are being kept out of the document to keep business intellectual
privacy.

It is important to highlight that, as the business team did not have experience in self managing cloud
resources, one potential solution to the issue presented in this scenario was to migrate the
database to a managed service or to explore a different set up of the host machine. Additionally,
there was an opportunity of improvement in one of the sub processes of the scenario that potentially
could improve the response. As the nature of the project is an evaluative approach, the details of
the alternatives will be discussed in section 6.2. - Method validation and the implementation of the
best alternative solution is discussed in the following section.

For scenario SEC-002, the architecture itself does not provide enough information in regards to how
sensitive data is protected. In order to determine measures to prevent unauthorized access to it,
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additional steps were required. First, the system was analyzed from the perspective of the OWASP
top 10 security risks (The OWASP Foundation, 2017) and following the STRIDE threat model
(Shevchenko et al., 2018). The objective was to identify concrete potential risks that the system
faces and choose a few of them to focus on, reducing the scope of the scenario. Later, it would be
possible to determine how the architecture can prevent these possible security breaches including
the protection of sensitive data. After the identification of risks, each of them was assigned a score
based on the impact it would generate over the business if manifested, the probability of
manifestation and the probability of the team noticing in time. Based on these scores, the potential
risks were prioritized.

After researching about the architecture and risks, the principal security aspects to resolve were
related to the integrity and confidentiality of the user information, specifically the possibility of
tampering and repudiation attacks, regarding business operations related to monetary transactions.
This was consistent with the prioritization of the scenarios and with respect to the quality attributes
the business is interested in. With that in mind, the proposed approaches to fulfill the scenario, were
to keep sensible information only accessible to the user who owns it using asymmetric encryption at
rest (i.e. at the storage service) where only the user has access to the key to decrypt its information
and another solution to keep audit logs to prevent unauthorized access from inside the business
organization

Figure 15. Database unencrypted records listing

At first, the inspection of roles inside the organization account was examined in order to determine
how much access was given to the technical team as they represent the major risk caused by
human error with irreversible effects for the business. During this process, it was discovered that all
the team had unrestricted access to all of the user’s information without any form of encryption that
despite the business not storing credit cards in a plain format, some sensitive information about
them was exposed. Additionally, there was no means of determining the actions that developers
performed on the system, something that hinders the tracing of unwanted actions.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

As the ATAM methodology suggests, the iteration of the steps 6, 7 and 8 are crucial for discovering
sensitivity points in the architecture. At first by analyzing the structure of the architecture, its
communication methods, data schemas and configuration could lead to important discoveries about
the sensitivity points.

The scenario PER-004 was analyzed first from the architecture patterns view in the involved
components and how these approaches impacted the performance of the request. Being so, after
the analysis of the flow, a list of potential risks was obtained, which will be kept private for the
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security of the business. A prioritization with respect to the higher impact from the architectural and
business perspective of those risks was performed. The result of the prioritization concluded that
the communication mechanism with other services was a trade-off point that highly impacted the
performance. This inference came from the fact that, given that the business relies on third parties
services like payment gateway or logistics services, it cannot control how these systems behave
and, as stated earlier, they tend to have a high latency as they involve complex and sensitive
transactions. The communication process with other subdomains - with most of it being done in a
synchronous manner - was occurring inside a database transaction, so removing complexity from
this transaction was necessary. In order to reduce the execution time of this process, a convenient
solution was to transform some of those synchronous requests into asynchronous, thus making the
process faster and reducing the time of the database locking. Nevertheless, in order to perform
actions transactionally, as a requirement from the business, further patterns should be applied in
order to commit or rollback actions performed in the different subdomains. As the purpose of the
experiment was to analyze measures of improvement in performance in the order creation
operation, the implementation of the transactionality was left outside the experiment as the
asynchronicity communication mechanisms were only needed to test the improvement on the
quality attribute.

Figure 16. High-level functional view of the proposed architecture. Shows
interactions between service subdomains when creating an order.

This implementation brought an important reduction in execution times in about 86.04% of its initial
execution time of the creation of the order and therefore in the database transaction lock. However,
additional changes were necessary related to the database configuration. These changes besides
involving a major configuration process in the resources allocation also required upgrading to new
versions of the drivers the software was using, which introduced breaking changes. After
researching about the locking process and how they occur triggered by the different possible
actions inside the database, the solution that performed better in the test resulted in a cluster of
nodes for that given database. That cluster provides read nodes as well as write nodes which
relieve the weight on a single instance and provide better performance for read operations as they
occur without locking entries at the cost of eventual consistency. Additionally, if one of the writing
nodes becomes unavailable caused for example by a long transaction, some other of the write
nodes can take lead and be able to perform the writing operation.

On the other hand, the architecture and system was further analyzed in search of risks associated
with scenario SEC-002. Within the current microservices architecture, data is required to pass
through different points, be it between internal services or between the client and the services.
Therefore, it must be ensured that at all of these points, the data is correctly protected.
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With all this in mind, the proposed solution comprises the encryption of sensitive data, both in
transport and at rest, in addition to monitoring the access to the information through audit logs
configured with a notification system to inform about unwanted access attempts. The proposed
design can be seen below in Figure 17. The system will keep a log history detailing what has been
created, modified, deleted or even accessed and by who, thus keeping the data secure no matter if
it is accessed internally or externally. Additionally, alarms will be set for particular events that must
never happen and should be immediately inspected to mitigate possible losses. This process must
be automatic to permit fast response over these situations.

This architecture decision can be viewed as a sensitivity point since implementing patterns that
allow the desired result adds an overhead over all the petitions to the system that will be affected by
it and would consequently have a negative impact on performance. Additionally, the management of
keys can further add to the governance burden. Nonetheless, regarding monetary transactions,
security is of utmost importance for the business and as such, it will be prioritized over other
attributes.

Figure 17. Design of proposed architecture for audit logs

5.1 Implementation description

With the aim to follow the ATAM, the following steps are needed in order to find a solution
architecture that supports the scenarios selected.

Analyzing Architectural Approaches
The evaluation method suggests analysing the architecture in order to find sensitivity points and
risks of the elicited scenarios that relate to quality attributes.

Brainstorming and prioritize scenarios
Once some sensitivity points are found, brainstorming and finding approaches and styles that
potentially mitigate the risk or solves some sensitivity points is essential about reaching the desired
result.

Analyzing Architectural Approaches
Finally, the obtained approaches are tested and one solution will be selected as the best response
to supporting the scenario.
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5.2 Expected results

In accordance with the scenario PER-004, the system must be able to process 25 orders in an hour.
This scenario was evaluated as the ordering capacity of the system and the solution stated in the
section above becomes an improvement of that capacity. Being so, as the system could process
orders within an hour, but with simultaneous orders there exists a bottleneck, the improvement
opportunity was to improve the success rate of those operations by at least 10% in orders made in
a range of time up to 8 seconds.

In terms of the scenario SEC-002, the system must not store nor show sensitive information in plain
format and keep encrypted the information for whoever is necessary, but the owner of the
information. The information should not even be visible, if it is the case, to the administrator of the
system, for credit card information. The resolution of the scenario adds an audit log to keep track of
the attempts of accessing the information, thus it is possible to be aware of malevolent usage of the
information.

6 VALIDATION

6.1 Methods

In order to evaluate the scenario PER-004 (During a peak time the system is able to transact 25
orders per hour), some preliminary testing was necessary to determine how the system was
performing with the current architecture and setup. To begin with testing the environment it was
necessary to set up an isolated environment with the same properties and setup as the one in
production. The business provided the staging environment as it reflects the most similar setup as
the one in production but with some variables pointing to the development environment like
analytics refresh rate and properties that did not affect the scenario.

The testing consisted in performing load tests on the order creation operation. Some frameworks
were considered to perform the testing, but because of the two step operation needed for the
operation, a custom testing development was made. This test consisted in sending multiple
requests to the API endpoint with variable time frames between each request, starting with 0
seconds, that being a batch of 25 concurrent requests sent to the API, and increasing the time
frame up to 8 seconds. Each order was made with a unique set of one hundred different products,
using the card payment, as it was the slowest one to process, by the experience of the business.

In order to validate the success of the scenario SEC-002, the business provided access to the
development environment, where initially, the stored card information was visible to people with
access to the database, mainly developers. Thus it was possible to perceive changes in the access
given to the user information and to explore the option of the audit log. By implementing the
solutions mentioned above, for the encryption of the database, the developers were no longer able
to see the information of the credit card database. Additionally, all attempts to access that resource
resulted in a log that notified people in charge to be aware of the intrusion.

6.2 Results validation

In order to solve the lock acquisition for scenario PER-004, it was first considered the alternative of
migrating the database to a managed service. This alternative had a restriction of being located in a
different region than the cloud provider where the whole architecture was hosted. This restriction
could bring an unwanted latency that might also affect the scenario and add noise to the tests. In
order to keep similar test environments, the setup of the managed service was selected to match
the current specification of the virtual machine where the current database is located (8GiB RAM,
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16GiB of storage and 2 CPUs) with additional setup for the managed solution. After running the
tests on this alternative, it was realized that even with the 5 seconds time frame, there exists
timeouts with just 3 concurrent requests and the latency started to oscillate with a few successes as
shown in the chart below.

Figure 18. Tests results of simultaneous requests using a managed database service

Another solution regarding the scenario PER-004 kept in mind the location of the cloud provider
hosting the architecture but providing a more scalable solution. Instead of having a single machine
for hosting the database, a cluster of databases could provide better responses as it could prevent
locks issues. In order to maintain consistency with the tests, the setup was the same used in the
managed database service. After performing the proposed tests, results showed a more performant
behavior, by having more consistent latency times up to 5 seconds and with a higher success rate
overall. However, one disadvantage of this solution was the price as it incurred 4 times the price of
the current solution and 6 times the managed solution.

Figure 19. Tests results of simultaneous requests using a self managed cluster database service

By collecting the information of the tests mentioned above, the success rate of each iteration was
calculated and put in comparison with the rest of the methods. Understand success rate as the
number of requests that had a latency with less than or equal to 30 seconds, as that being a hard
limit of the API Gateway. The comparison showed similar behavior for the single instance of the
database and the cluster version of it (located in the same region), while the managed solution
performed the worst with the intuition of it adding latency as being in another physical region.
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Figure 20. Success rate comparison for different database hosting configurations.

At the end of this experiment, the asynchronous approach was implemented using the current
configuration of the database infrastructure. This last experiment resulted in a vast improvement of
the performance quality attribute. As shown in figure 21, the average request time was drastically
reduced and the success rate shown in figure 22, was increased by up to 4.16 times in comparison
with the synchronous approach.

Figure 21. Average request latency using sync and async approaches for ordering orchestration
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Figure 22. Success rate comparison between async and sync approaches using multiple time frames between
requests

With the implementation of the proposed design for audit logs and the encryption at rest of the
databases, the business improved its security concerns given that sensible information is no longer
accessible through admin platforms but only to the owner of the information. This increases the
confidence of the users towards the business and helps prevent potential breaches in the
information. At the end, instead of a developer user seeing a database with plain format, what will
be shown is encrypted information only available using the private key associated with a user.

Figure 23. Database encrypted records listing making it inaccessible to developers

The audit log was added as a countermeasure to track unwanted actions to certain resources in
order to notify, to whom it may concern, when an unauthorized user (be it internal or external)
attempts to perform those actions. This implementation will help with the governance of the system
and keep sensitive information safe.

Figure 24. Notification message of an attempt of performing the decrypt action on a private database

7 CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Discussion

During the evaluation of the architecture, considering that its design and implementation occured in
less than three months at its core, several sensitivity points were found with minor risks that
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affected the business at high priority quality attributes. These sensitivity points, despite presenting a
small impact, could potentially expose higher risks as the architecture grows.

As a result of the evaluation, one of the solutions for the sensitivity points suggested improvement
in performance of the system for one of the core operations. The solution proposed an architectural
change in the communication process, as this solution incurred minor changes for the operation and
improved the performance by reducing the order creation database transaction lock in an average
of 86.04% of the initial time. However, additional improvements exist that could lead to better
improvements such as converting the shared database pattern into different approaches that fulfill
the needs of the business and do not rebound on the performance of the core operations.

On the other hand, the evaluation on the security quality attribute reflected risks across the whole
operation of the business. These risks were related to the confidentiality of the information and were
solved by implementing a segmented but aggressive access logging and access restriction to the
information for API consumers and for developers that do not have a high impact on the operations
of the business. Nevertheless, there still exists risks that developers represent for confidentiality
issues regarding issues with role access as they could invoke services in order to obtain information
of clients, these risks could be easily solved by enforcing more rigorous restrictions on the
resources and actions they could perform.

The solutions proposed to the business should be taken in consideration for further development as
some methodologies could be automated in order to have accurate metrics on the performance of
critical aspects of the business. Additionally, decisions should be taken with care, as by the end of
the evaluation and proposal stage, the architecture grew considerably in new functionalities and the
output of the evaluation could change as the architecture changes and could produce higher risks
for the business.

7.2 Future Work

Further work remains to be done to actually incorporate the proposed changes in the current
architecture. The implementation done for measuring the impact on the performance attribute was
limited in a sense that it didn’t take into account the possible effects that the actions performed in
other domains could have over an order after it is created. For this purpose, a pattern like saga to
coordinate the multiple local transactions that are to be executed across the services. However, this
is out of the scope of the performed evaluation.

Since the design and experiments were focused only in two out of the many elicited scenarios,
further analysis, design and analysis would be of great value and should be done at least for other
scenarios that are also high priority for the business. Additionally, as mentioned before, a
re-evaluation could be performed taking into consideration that there were some major changes
introduced into the architecture during the development of this project. Nonetheless, all the resulting
artifacts and analysis are valuable assets for a possible future evaluation and for the business itself.
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9 APPENDICES
Appendix A. Preki - Business Model Canvas
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